PRESS RELEASE

IDLO WELCOMES MALI AS A NEW MEMBER PARTY
(Rome – November 28, 2017) The Republic of Mali has joined the International Development Law
Organization (IDLO), the only intergovernmental organization exclusively devoted to promoting
the rule of law.
Mali’s accession took place during IDLO’s annual meeting of the Assembly of Parties, hosted by
the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation in Rome on November 28,
2017.
“Today is a big day for us and our country,” said H.E. Bruno Maiga of Mali. “My thanks and all my
gratitude go to IDLO for all they have done in Mali.”
IDLO has been working with the Malian authorities since 2014 to strengthen the criminal justice
system in the country. The program piloted an innovative model designed to enable Malian
stakeholders at the local, regional and national levels to take ownership over the program’s
implementation and lead the institutional reform activities.
IDLO convenes actors across four regions - Gao, Mopti, Segou and Timbuktu – fulfilling a range of
roles within the justice chain for consultations to identify local needs, develop strategies and
implement solutions.
During his remarks, H.E. Maiga expressed renewed thanks to IDLO specifically for its work on
access to justice.
“IDLO’s partnership with Mali is based on a shared notion that justice actors and civil society have
to work together to provide context-specific justice,” said IDLO’s Director-General Irene Khan.
“Mali’s membership of IDLO reinforces our partnership to empower communities, build effective
institutions and increase people’s confidence in the justice system.”
As a new member, the Government of Mali will continue to collaborate with IDLO over the
common objectives of peace and justice through institution building.
For further information, please contact Judit Arenas, jarenas@idlo.int, +1 646 506 5996
You can also follow on Twitter: @IDLO or @IreneKhan
Background for editors
The International Development Law Organization (IDLO) is the only intergovernmental
organization exclusively devoted to promoting the rule of law. IDLO works to enable governments
and empower people to reform laws and strengthen institutions to promote peace, justice,
sustainable development and economic opportunity. Its programs, research and policy advocacy
cover the spectrum of rule of law from peace and institution building to social development and
economic recovery in countries emerging from conflict and striving towards democracy.
IDLO sees the rule of law as the cornerstone of peace, security, justice and development, as well
as an integral part of sustainable development - underpinning social and economic progress and
environmental protection with strong institutions and good governance, formal legal frameworks
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and legal empowerment of people, equal opportunity and equitable access to basic services, and
due process and fair outcomes for all.
For further information about IDLO visit www.idlo.int
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